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prised him, and awoke the strangest recollections. A forest and
village-scene stood exactly represented as he once had seen it in
the theatre of his native town. On that occasion also, a rehearsal
was proceeding; and it was the morning when Mariana first con-
fessed her love to him, and promised him a happy interview. The
peasants' cottages resembled one another on the two stages, as
they did in nature; the true morning sun, beaming through a half-
closed window-shutter, fell upon a part of a bench ill-joined to a
cottage-door; but unhappily it did not now enlighten Mariana's
waist and bosom. He sat down, reflecting on this strange co-
incidence : he almost thought that perhaps on this very spot he
would soon see her again. And ala«! the truth was nothing more,
than that an afterpiece to which this scene belonged was at that
time very often played upon the German stage.
Out of these meditations he was roused by the other actors;
along with whom two amateurs, frequenters of the wardrobe and
the stage, came in, and saluted Wilhelm with a show of great
enthusiasm. One of these was in some degree attached to Frau
Melina: but the other was entirely a pure friend of art; and both
were of the land which a good company should always wish to
have about it. It was difficult to say whether their love for the
stage' or their knowledge of it was the greater. They loved it too
much to know it perfectly; they knew it welj. enough to prize the
good, and to discard the bad. But their inclination being so power-
ful, they could tolerate the mediocre; and the glorious joy, which
they experienced from the foretaste and the aftertaste of excel-
lence, surpassed expression. The mechanical department gave
them pleasure, the intellectual charmed them; and so strong was
their susceptibility, that even a discontinuous rehearsal afforded
them a species of illusion. Deficiencies appeared in their eyes to
fade away in distance; the successful touched them like an object
near at hand. In a word, they were judges such as every artist
wishes in his own department. Their favourite movement was
from the side-scenes to the pit, and from the pit to the side-
scenes ; their happiest plac¥e was in the wardrobe; their busiest
employment was in trying to improve the dress, position, recita-
tion, gesture of the actor; their liveliest conversation was on the
effect produced by him; their most constant effort was to keep
him accurate, active and attentive, to do him service or kindness,
and, without squandering, to procure for the company a series of
enjoyments. The two had obtained the exclusive privilege of

